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5LTRAFAST GLUTAMATE SENSORS RESOLVE HIGHFREQUENCY
RELEASE AT 3CHAFFER COLLATERAL SYNAPSES
.ORDINE (ELASSA #ELINE $URST #ATHERINE #OATES 3ILKE +ERRUTH 5RWA !RIF #HRISTIAN 3CHULZE * 3IMON 7IEGERT
-ICHAEL 'EEVES 4HOMAS /ERTNER +ATALIN 4OROK
3T 'EORGEgS 5NIVERSITY OF ,ONDON #ENTER FOR -OLECULAR .EUROBIOLOGY (AMBURG 5NIVERSITY OF +ENT
3UBMITTED TO 0ROCEEDINGS OF THE .ATIONAL !CADEMY OF 3CIENCES OF THE 5NITED 3TATES OF !MERICA
'LUTAMATERGIC SYNAPSES DISPLAY A RICH REPERTOIRE OF PLASTICITY MECH
ANISMS ON MANY DIFFERENT TIME SCALES INVOLVING DYNAMIC CHANGES
IN THE EFlCACY OF TRANSMITTER RELEASE AS WELL AS CHANGES IN THE
NUMBER AND FUNCTION OF POSTSYNAPTIC GLUTAMATE RECEPTORS 4HE GE
NETICALLY ENCODED GLUTAMATE SENSOR I'LU3N&2 ENABLES VISUALIZATION
OF GLUTAMATE RELEASE FROM PRESYNAPTIC TERMINALS AT FREQUENCIES UP
TO ∼ (Z (OWEVER TO RESOLVE GLUTAMATE DYNAMICS DURING HIGH
FREQUENCY BURSTS FASTER INDICATORS ARE REQUIRED (ERE WE REPORT
THE DEVELOPMENT OF FAST I'LUF	 AND ULTRAFAST I'LUU	 VARIANTS WITH
COMPARABLE BRIGHTNESS BUT INCREASED +D FOR GLUTAMATE  ˩-
AND  ˩- RESPECTIVELY	 #OMPARED TO I'LU3N&2 I'LUU HAS A 
FOLD FASTER DISSOCIATION RATE IN VITRO AND FOLD FASTER KINETICS IN
SYNAPSES &ITTING A THREESTATE MODEL TO KINETIC DATA WE IDENTIFY
THE LARGE CONFORMATIONAL CHANGE AFTER GLUTAMATE BINDING AS THE
RATELIMITING STEP )N RAT HIPPOCAMPAL SLICE CULTURE STIMULATED AT
 (Z WE lND THAT I'LUU IS SUFlCIENTLY FAST TO RESOLVE INDIVID
UAL GLUTAMATE RELEASE EVENTS REVEALING THAT GLUTAMATE IS RAPIDLY
CLEARED FROM THE SYNAPTIC CLEFT $EPRESSION OF I'LUU RESPONSES DUR
ING  (Z TRAINS CORRELATES WITH DEPRESSION OF POSTSYNAPTIC %030S
INDICATING THAT DEPRESSION DURING HIGH FREQUENCY STIMULATION IS
PURELY PRESYNAPTIC IN ORIGIN !T INDIVIDUAL BOUTONS THE RECOVERY
FROM DEPRESSION COULD BE PREDICTED FROM THE AMOUNT OF GLUTAMATE
RELEASED ON THE SECOND PULSE PAIRED PULSE FACILITATIONDEPRESSION	
DEMONSTRATING DIFFERENTIAL FREQUENCYDEPENDENT lLTERING OF SPIKE
TRAINS AT 3CHAFFER COLLATERAL BOUTONS
GLUTAMATE | SYNAPTIC TRANSMISSION | POSTTETANIC POTENTIATION | HIP
POCAMPUS | TWOPHOTON IMAGING
)NTRODUCTION
5IF FGGJDBDZ PG TZOBQUJD USBOTNJTTJPO JT OPU DPOTUBOU CVU DIBOHFT
EZOBNJDBMMZ EVSJOH IJHIGSFRVFODZ BDUJWJUZ *O UFSNT PG JOGPSNB
UJPO QSPDFTTJOH EJGGFSFOU GPSNT PG TIPSUUFSN QMBTUJDJUZ BDU BT
TQFDJGJD GSFRVFODZ GJMUFST GBDJMJUBUJOH TZOBQTFT BSF NPTU FGGFDUJWF
EVSJOH IJHI GSFRVFODZ CVSTUT XIJMF EFQSFTTJOH TZOBQTFT QSFGFS
FOUJBMMZ USBOTNJU JTPMBUFE TQJLFT QSFDFEFE CZ TJMFOU QFSJPET 	

.FDIBOJTUJDBMMZ B OVNCFS PG QSF BOE QPTUTZOBQUJD QBSBNFUFST
DIBOHF EZOBNJDBMMZ EVSJOH IJHI GSFRVFODZ BDUJWJUZ FH UIF OVN
CFS PG SFBEJMZ SFMFBTBCMF WFTJDMFT QSFTZOBQUJD $B EZOBNJDT BOE
UIF QSPQFSUJFT PG QPTUTZOBQUJD SFDFQUPST XIJDI NBZ CF BMUFSFE CZ
$BBDUJWBUFE FO[ZNFT 	 

&MFDUSPQIZTJPMPHJDBM BOBMZTJT PG TIPSUUFSN QMBTUJDJUZ CZ NPO
JUPSJOH QPTUTZOBQUJD SFTQPOTFT JT DPNQMJDBUFE CZ UIF GBDU UIBU OFV
SPOT BSF PGUFO DPOOFDUFE CZ NPSF UIBO POF TZOBQTF *O BEEJUJPO
JU JT OPU TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE UP EJTUJOHVJTI CFUXFFO QSF BOE QPTUTZ
OBQUJD QMBTUJDJUZ NFDIBOJTNT %JSFDUMZ NFBTVSJOH HMVUBNBUF DPO
DFOUSBUJPOT JOTJEF UIF TZOBQUJD DMFGU EVSJOH IJHIGSFRVFODZ BDUJWJUZ
XPVME BMMPX JTPMBUJOH UIF EZOBNJDT PG UIF WFTJDMF SFMFBTF NB
DIJOFSZ GSPN QPUFOUJBM DIBOHFT JO HMVUBNBUF SFDFQUPS QSPQFSUJFT
	FH EFTFOTJUJ[BUJPO QIPTQIPSZMBUJPO PS MBUFSBM EJGGVTJPO
 &BSMZ
GMVPSFTDFOU HMVUBNBUF TFOTPST DPOTUSVDUFE CZ DIFNJDBM MBCFMMJOH
PG UIF GVTFE HMVUBNBUF CJOEJOH MPCFT PG JPOPUSPQJD HMVUBNBUF
SFDFQUPS (MV" 	UFSNFE 44
 	
 BOE MBUFS PG UIF CBDUFSJBM
QFSJQMBTNJD HMVUBNBUFBTQBSUBUF CJOEJOH QSPUFJO 	(MV#1
 	 

XFSF OPU TVJUBCMF GPS RVBOUJUBUJWF TJOHMFTZOBQTF FYQFSJNFOUT EVF
UP UIFJS MPX EZOBNJD SBOHF (FOFUJDBMMZ FODPEFE '3&5CBTFE
GMVPSFTDFOU HMVUBNBUF TFOTPST FH '-*1& (MV4O'3 BOE 4VQFS
(MV4O'3 	'JH B
 IBWF SFMBUJWFMZ MPX '3&5 FGGJDJFODZ TJODF
HMVUBNBUF CJOEJOH DBVTFT POMZ B TNBMM DPOGPSNBUJPOBM DIBOHF JO
(MV#1 	
 " CSFBLUISPVHI JO WJTVBMJ[JOH HMVUBNBUF SFMFBTF JO
JOUBDU UJTTVF XBT BDIJFWFE XJUI J(MV4O'3 B TJOHMFGMVPSPQIPSF
HMVUBNBUF TFOTPS 	
 'PMMPXJOH UIF DPODFQU EFWFMPQFE GPS UIF
($B.1 GBNJMZ PG HFOFUJDBMMZ FODPEFE $B TFOTPST 	
 J(MV4
O'3 XBT DPOTUSVDUFE GSPN DJSDVMBSMZ QFSNVUFE 	DQ
 &('1 	

JOTFSUFE JOUP UIF(MV#1 TFRVFODF DSFBUJOH B MBSHF GSBHNFOU J(MVM
	SFTJEVFT 
 BU UIF /UFSNJOVT BOE B TNBMM GSBHNFOU J(MVT
	SFTJEVFT 
 BU UIF $UFSNJOVT 	'JH B
 6QPO HMVUBNBUF
CJOEJOH(MV#1 JT SFDPOTUJUVUFE GSPN JUT UXP GSBHNFOUT QVMMJOH UIF
DQ&('1 ˟CBSSFM UPHFUIFS SFTVMUJOH JO B ∼ತGPME GMVPSFTDFODF
JODSFBTF J(MV4O'3 JT UBSHFUFE GPS FYUSBDFMMVMBS FYQSFTTJPO MJLF
QSFWJPVT HFOFUJDBMMZ FODPEFE HMVUBNBUF TFOTPST CZ GVTJPO XJUI B
1%('3 QFQUJEF TFHNFOU 	 

J(MV4O'3 IBT IJHI HMVUBNBUF BGGJOJUZ BOE B MBSHF EZOBNJD
SBOHF CVU SFBDUT SFMBUJWFMZ TMPXMZ UP TZOBQUJD HMVUBNBUF SFMFBTF
XJUI B SFQPSUFE EFDBZ IBMGUJNF 	U
 PG  NT 	
 *NBHJOH
J(MV4O'3 JO DVMUVSFE IJQQPDBNQBM OFVSPOT EVSJOH  )[ TUJN
VMBUJPO TIPXT TVNNBUJPO XIJDI XJUIPVU EFDPOWPMVUJPO NJHIU
JOEJDBUF UIBU HMVUBNBUF BDDVNVMBUFT EVSJOH TUJNVMBUJPO 	

%FDPOWPMVUJPO PG UIF EBUB TVHHFTUT UIBU HMVUBNBUF JT DMFBSFE
CFUXFFO SFMFBTF FWFOUT 	
 )FSF XF JOUSPEVDF UXP GBTU J(MV4
O'3 WBSJBOUT J(MVG 	GPS ಫGBTUಬ
 BOE J(MVV 	GPS ಫVMUSBGBTUಬ
 GPS
BDDVSBUF USBDLJOH PG TZOBQUJD HMVUBNBUF EZOBNJDT EVSJOH IJHI
GSFRVFODZ USBOTNJTTJPO BOE JEFOUJGZ UIF SBUFMJNJUJOH TUFQ MFBEJOH
UP CSJHIU GMVPSFTDFODF VQPO HMVUBNBUF CJOEJOH *O PSHBOPUZQJD
3IGNIlCANCE
%XCITATORY SYNAPSES CONVERT PRESYNAPTIC ACTION POTENTIALS INTO
CHEMICAL SIGNALS THAT ARE SENSED BY POSTSYNAPTIC GLUTAMATE
RECEPTORS 4O EAVESDROP ON SYNAPTIC TRANSMISSION GENETICALLY
ENCODED mUORESCENT SENSORS FOR GLUTAMATE HAVE BEEN DEVEL
OPED (OWEVER EVEN THE BEST AVAILABLE SENSORS LAG BEHIND
THE VERY FAST GLUTAMATE DYNAMICS IN THE SYNAPTIC CLEFT (ERE
WE REPORT THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ULTRAFAST GENETICALLY ENCODED
GLUTAMATE SENSOR I'LUU WHICH ALLOWED US TO IMAGE GLUTAMATECLEARANCE AND SYNAPTIC DEPRESSION DURING  (Z SPIKE TRAINS
7E FOUND THAT ONLY BOUTONS SHOWING PAIREDPULSE FACILITATION
WERE ABLE TO RAPIDLY RECOVER FROM DEPRESSION 4HUS PRESYNAP
TIC BOUTONS ACT AS FREQUENCYSPECIlC lLTERS TO TRANSMIT SELECT
FEATURES OF THE SPIKE TRAIN TO SPECIlC POSTSYNAPTIC CELLS










































































































































&IG  'ENETICALLY ENCODED GLUTAMATE INDICA
TORS '%')	 A	 $OMAIN STRUCTURE AND DESIGN OF
&2%4 AND SINGLE mUOROPHOREBASED'%') KEY 'LU"0	
BLUE	 CP%'&0 GREEN	 )G' KAPPA SECRETION TAG PINK	
HEMAGGLUTININ (!	 TAG PURPLE	 MYC TAG GREY	 AND
A 0$'&2 TRANSMEMBRANE DOMAIN BROWN	 'LU"0 
 AND  FRAGMENTS ARE IN LIGHT AND DARK BLUE
RESPECTIVELY Ⴄ AA AND Ⴄ AA SPECIFY DELETIONS AT THE
. AND #TERMINUS OF 'LU"0 INTRODUCED IN 'LU3N&2 B	
$ESIGN OF SELECTED I'LU3N&2 VARIANTS #RYSTAL STRUCTURE
OF 'LU"0 0$" 6(! ADAPTED FROM 	 3ELECTED MU
TATED RESIDUES AROUND THE GLUTAMATE SITE ARE SHOWN AS
RED AND GREEN BACKBONE "OUND GLUTAMATE IS REPRE
SENTED IN ORANGE SPACE lLLING DISPLAY C	 %QUILIBRIUM
GLUTAMATE BINDING TITRATIONS AT  r# FOR I'LU3N&2 Ⴠ	
I'LU3N&2 %$ I'LUF	 Ⴍ	 AND I'LU3N&2 34 I'LUU	
႑	 IN VITRO D	 'LUTAMATE TITRATIONS IN SITU AT  r#
I'LU3N&2 I'LUF AND I'LUU WERE EXPRESSED IN (%+4
CELLS AND TITRATED WITH GLUTAMATE $ATA DERIVED FROM
I'LU3N&2 N  	 I'LUF N  	 AND I'LUU N  	
E	 2EPRESENTATIVE IMAGES OF (%+4 CELLS PRIOR TO
GLUTAMATE ADDITION AND AT SATURATING   AND 
M- RESPECTIVELY	 GLUTAMATE 4HE SCALE BAR REPRESENTS
 ˩M 'LUTAMATE DISSOCIATION KINETICS OF F	 I'LU3
N&2 G	 I'LUFAND H	 I'LUU DETERMINED BY STOPPED
mOW mUORIMETRY %XPERIMENTAL DATA DOTTED LINES	 ARE
OVERLAID BY CURVES lTTED TO SINGLE EXPONENTIALS SOLID
LINES	 &LUORESCENCE CHANGES ARE NORMALISED TO &MAX OF
 )MAGING GLUTAMATE RELEASE FROM SINGLE PRESYNAPTIC
TERMINALS I	 3CHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF HIPPOCAM
PAL SLICE WITH TRANSFECTED AND PATCHCLAMPED #!
PYRAMIDAL CELL J	 3PIRAL SCAN INTERSECTING SITE OF VESIC
ULAR FUSION K	 :OOMEDIN IMAGE OF SINGLE TRIAL I'LUU
RESPONSE $ECAY TIME ˱OFF	 MEASUREMENTS WITH BLEACH
CORRECTION SOLID LINES	 FOR INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS BY
SINGLE EXPONENTIAL lT FOR L	 I'LU3N&2 N   BOUTONS
 (Z SAMPLING RATE	 AND VARIANTS M	 I'LUF N  
BOUTONS  K(Z SAMPLING RATE	 AND N	 I'LUU N  
BOUTONS  K(Z SAMPLING RATE	
TMJDF DVMUVSFT PG SBU IJQQPDBNQVT J(MVV EJSFDUMZ SFQPSUT EJTDSFUF
TZOBQUJD HMVUBNBUF SFMFBTF FWFOUT BU  )[ $PNCJOJOH IJHI
TQFFE UXPQIPUPO JNBHJOH BOE FMFDUSPQIZTJPMPHZ XF TIPX UIBU
TIPSUUFSN EFQSFTTJPO PG 4DIBGGFS DPMMBUFSBM ".1" SFTQPOTFT
JT GVMMZ BDDPVOUFE GPS CZ UIF EFQSFTTJPO PG HMVUBNBUF SFMFBTF
'VSUIFSNPSF XF TIPX B UJHIU DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO QBJSFEQVMTF
GBDJMJUBUJPO BOE SBQJE SFDPWFSZ GSPN QPTUUFUBOJD EFQSFTTJPO BU
JOEJWJEVBM CPVUPOT TVHHFTUJOH UIBU EJGGFSFOUJBM VTF PG QSFTZOBQUJD
SFTPVSDFT 	SFBEJMZ SFMFBTBCMF WFTJDMFT
 EFUFSNJOFT UIF GJMUFSJOH
QSPQFSUJFT PG $" QZSBNJEBM DFMM CPVUPOT
2ESULTS
"GGJOJUZ WBSJBOUT PG J(MV4O'3 CZ CJOEJOH TJUF NVUBUJPOT 8F HFO
FSBUFE TJY J(MV4O'3 WBSJBOUT CZ NVUBUJOH SFTJEVFT DPPSEJOBUJOH
HMVUBNBUF PS JO UIF WJDJOJUZ PG UIF CJOEJOH TJUF 	
 5XP PG UIF
NVUBUJPOT MPXFSFE BOE GPVS JODSFBTFE UIF ,E GPS HMVUBNBUF
7BSJBOUT JO PSEFS PG JODSFBTJOH ,E XFSF &"&3J(MV4
O'3&%453,5" 	GSPN  ˩. UP  N.
 XJUI
)JMM DPFGGJDJFOUT PG  UP  	4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4B BOE 5BCMF 4

8F TFMFDUFE UIF UXP WBSJBOUT XJUI UIF GBTUFTU SFTQPOTF LJOFU
JDT J(MV4O'3&% 	UFSNFE J(MVG
 BOE J(MV4O'3 45 	UFSNFE
J(MVV
 	'JH BC
 GPS EFUBJMFE CJPQIZTJDBM DIBSBDUFSJ[BUJPO BT
JTPMBUFE QSPUFJOT BOE BT NFNCSBOFCPVOE HMVUBNBUF TFOTPST PO
)&,5 DFMMT BOE QZSBNJEBM OFVSPOT 4FMFDUJWJUZ GPS HMVUBNBUF
XBT EFUFSNJOFE BHBJOTU BTQBSUBUF HMVUBNJOF %TFSJOF ("#"
BOE HMZDJOF J(MVG BOE J(MVV BGGJOJUJFT GPS BTQBSUBUF XFSF TJNJMBS UP
UIBU GPS HMVUBNBUF BT QSFWJPVTMZ SFQPSUFE GPS J(MV4O'3 	
 CVU
XJUI  UP GPME MPXFS GMVPSFTDFODF FOIBODFNFOU 5IF BGGJOJUZ GPS
HMVUBNJOF XBT JO UIF N. SBOHF GPS BMM UISFF QSPCFT 	4* "QQFOEJY
'JH 4C 5BCMF 4
 %TFSJOF ("#" BOE HMZDJOF FWPLFE OP
EFUFDUBCMF SFTQPOTF Q,B GPS UIF HMVUBNBUFCPVOE GPSN XBT ∼
 GPS J(MV4O'3 J(MVG BOE J(MVV XIFSFBT UIF BQPGPSN TIPXFE
MJUUMF Q) EFQFOEFODF JOEJDBUJOH B XFMMTIJFMEFE DISPNPQIPSF 	4*
"QQFOEJY 'JH 4DF
 #SJHIUOFTT WBMVFT GPS J(MVG BOE J(MVV XFSF
TJNJMBS UP UIBU GPS J(MV4O'3 	4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4
 *O WJUSP
NFBTVSFNFOUT HBWF B EJTTPDJBUJPO DPOTUBOU 	,E
 GPS HMVUBNBUF
PG  ˩. GPS J(MV4O'3 TJNJMBS UP UIBU QSFWJPVTMZ SFQPSUFE 	

XIJMF J(MVG BOE J(MVV IBE JODSFBTFE ,E WBMVFT PG  ˩. BOE ˩. SFTQFDUJWFMZ 	'JH D 4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4
8IFO FYQSFTTFE
PO UIF NFNCSBOF PG )&,5 DFMMT ,E WBMVFT GPS HMVUBNBUF










































































































































&IG  )MAGING GLUTAMATE RELEASE FROM SINGLE PRESYNAPTIC TERMINALS 3PIRAL
LINE SCANS AT  (Z WERE USED TO COVER THE ENTIRE SURFACE OF INDIVIDUAL BOU
TONS INTERSECTING THE RELEASE SITE MULTIPLE TIMES !VERAGES OF  RESPONSES
OF A D	 I'LU3N&2 B E	 I'LUF AND C F	 I'LUUEXPRESSING BOUTONS STIMULATED
BY  SOMATIC !0S AT  MS AC	 AND  MS INTERSTIMULUS INTERVALS DF	
J(MVG BOE  s  ˩. GPS J(MVV 	NFBTVSFE BU  r$ 'JH EF
 "
TJNJMBS SFEVDUJPO PG UIF ,E JO UIF DFMMVMBS FOWJSPONFOU DPNQBSFE
UP UIBU JO TPMVUJPO XBT SFQPSUFE GPS J(MV4O'3 	
 5IF JO TJUV
GMVPSFTDFODF EZOBNJD SBOHF 	'(MV  '(MV
'(MV PS Ⴄ''
 XBT s  GPS CPUI J(MV4O'3 BOE J(MVG CVU GPME MBSHFS GPS J(MVV
,JOFUJD NFBTVSFNFOUT PG J(MV4O'3 WBSJBOUT JO WJUSP BOE JO
TJUV #BTFE PO UIFJS MBSHF ,E WBMVFT XF FYQFDUFE J(MVG BOE
J(MVV UP IBWF GBTUFS HMVUBNBUF SFMFBTF LJOFUJDT UIBO J(MV4O'3
'MVPSFTDFODF NFBTVSFNFOUT JO B TUPQQFEGMPX JOTUSVNFOU JOEFFE
SFWFBMFE GBTUFS PGG SBUFT GPS UIF OFX WBSJBOUT VTJOH UIF OPO
GMVPSFTDFOU IJHIBGGJOJUZ (MV#1 O 	
 JO FYDFTT 	 N.

UP USBQ SFMFBTFE HMVUBNBUF LPGG WBMVFT PG  T 	˱PGG   NT

 T 	˱PGG   NT
 BOE  T 	˱PGG   NT
 XFSF PCUBJOFE GPS
J(MV4O'3 J(MVG BOE J(MVV SFTQFDUJWFMZ BU  r$ 	'JH GI BOE
4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4
 5P DPNQBSF JO WJUSP SFTQPOTF LJOFUJDT UP
QIZTJPMPHJDBM NFBTVSFNFOUT UIF UFNQFSBUVSF EFQFOEFODJFT PG
UIF PGG SBUFT PG J(MV4O'3 BOE UIF GBTU WBSJBOUT XFSF EFUFSNJOFE
-JOFBS "SSIFOJVT QMPUT XFSF PCUBJOFE CFUXFFO  r$ BOE  r$
	4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4GH
 'PS UIF GBTU WBSJBOUT WBMVFT FYDFFEJOH
UIF UFNQPSBM QSFDJTJPO PG PVS TUPQQFEGMPX EFWJDF XFSF MJOFBSMZ
FYUSBQPMBUFE "U  r$ EFDBZ SBUFT XFSF  s  T GPS J(MV4O'3
	˱PGG NT
  s  T GPS J(MVG 	˱PGG NT
 BOE  s  T
J(MVV 	˱PGG   NT
 5IVT XF XFSF BCMF UP JNQSPWF J(MV4O'3
LJOFUJDT CZ B GBDUPS PG 
5P JNBHF HMVUBNBUF EZOBNJDT JO UIF TZOBQUJD DMFGU XF FY
QSFTTFE UIF OFXMZ HFOFSBUFE J(MV4O'3 WBSJBOUT JO $" QZSBNJ
EBM DFMMT JO PSHBOPUZQJD TMJDF DVMUVSF PG SBU IJQQPDBNQVT 'MV
PSFTDFODF XBT NPOJUPSFE BU TJOHMF 4IBGGFS DPMMBUFSBM UFSNJOBMT
JO $" CZ TQJSBM TDBOOJOH 	'JH JK
 XIJMF "1T XFSF USJHHFSFE
CZ CSJFG 	 NT
 EFQPMBSJ[JOH DVSSFOU JOKFDUJPOT JOUP UIF TPNB PG
&IG  $EPRESSION AND RECOVERY OF SYNAPTIC TRANSMISSION DURING  (Z
TRAINS A	 %XAMPLE OF PATCHCLAMP RECORDING FROM A CONNECTED PAIR OF #!
#! PYRAMIDAL CELLS "LACK TRACE INDUCED ACTION POTENTIALS !0S	 IN #!
PYRAMIDAL CELL  (Z TRAIN AND SINGLE !0 'RAY TRACE %030S IN #! PYRAMIDAL
CELL AVERAGE OF  SWEEPS	 4HE SINGLE !0 RESPONSE RIGHT	 WAS USED TO EXTRACT
%030 AMPLITUDES FROM THE BURST RESPONSE DOTTED LINE	 'REEN TRACE AVERAGE
OF  SWEEPS OF SINGLEBOUTON I'LUU RESPONSES TO IDENTICAL STIMULATION B	
%030S DECONVOLUTED AMPLITUDES	 SHOW STRONG DEPRESSION DURING THE  (Z
TRAIN FOLLOWED BY FULL RECOVERY  MS LATER N   #!#! PAIRS	 TWO
TAILED STUDENTಬS TEST COMPARING %030  AND %030  C	 )NDIVIDUAL PAIRED
RECORDINGS SHOW CONSISTENT DEPRESSION RESPONSE 	 AND RECOVERY RESPONSE
	 D	 'LUTAMATE RELEASE SHOWS STRONG DEPRESSION DURING THE  (Z
TRAIN AND PARTIAL RECOVERY  MS LATER N   BOUTONS  CELLS	 TWOTAILED
STUDENTಬS TEST COMPARING RESPONSE  AND RESPONSE  PVALUE 	 E	
)NDIVIDUAL 3CHAFFER COLLATERAL BOUTONS SHOW LARGE VARIABILITY IN RESPONSE 
AND IN RECOVERY RESPONSE 	 F	 RESPONSES BY I'LUU TO THE SECOND!0 PAIRED
PULSE FACILITATIONDEPRESSION	 WERE NOT CORRELATED WITH TOTAL DEPRESSION RE
SPONSE  NORMALIZED TO RESPONSE 	 G	 I'LUU RESPONSES TO THE SECOND
!0 RESPONSE  NORMALIZED TO RESPONSE 	 WERE HIGHLY CORRELATED WITH
RECOVERY AFTER  MS RESPONSE  NORMALIZED TO RESPONSE 	 2ECOVERY
WAS INDEPENDENT OF INDICATOR BLEACH & RESPONSE  & RESPONSE 	
UIF USBOTGFDUFE $" OFVSPO " [PPNFEJO J(MVV FYBNQMF USBDF
TBNQMFE BU  L)[ UIF SFTPMVUJPO VTFE JO BMM RVBOUJUBUJWF FYQFSJ
NFOUT XJUI UIJT JOEJDBUPS JT TIPXO 	'JH L










































































































































&IG  +INETICS OF GLUTAMATE BINDING BY I'LU3N&2 VARIANTS  r#	 A C
E	 'LUTAMATE ASSOCIATION KINETICS OF I'LU3N&2 I'LUFAND I'LUU RESPECTIVELY
3TOPPEDmOW RECORDS OF I'LU3N&2 I'LUFAND I'LUU REACTING WITH THE INDICATED
CONCENTRATIONS OF GLUTAMATE %XPERIMENTAL DATA DOTTED LINES	 ARE OVERLAID
WITH CURVES lTTED TO SINGLE EXPONENTIALS SOLID LINES	 B D F	 0LOT OF OBSERVED
ASSOCIATION RATES KOBSON	 OF I'LU3N&2 I'LUFAND I'LUU AS A FUNCTION OF GLUTA
MATE CONCENTRATION G	 #ARTOON DIAGRAM DEPICTING THE PUTATIVE MOLECULAR
TRANSITIONS OF I'LU3N&2 AND ITS FAST VARIANTS TO THE mUORESCENT STATE +EY
CP%'&0 GREEN	 'LU"0  I'LUL	 LIGHT BLUE	 AND  I'LUS	 DARK
BLUE	 FRAGMENTS GLUTAMATE ORANGE	
EJNFOTJPOBM TDIFNBUJD PG UIF TDBOOJOH NFUIPE 5IF J(MV4O'3
SFTQPOTF TUBSUFE  s  NT 	NFBO s 4%
 BGUFS UIF QFBL PG
UIF TPNBUJD BDUJPO QPUFOUJBM DPOTJTUFOU XJUI B TIPSU QSPQBHBUJPO
EFMBZ CFUXFFO $" BOE $" $POTJTUFOU XJUI UIF TUPDIBTUJD
OBUVSF PG HMVUBNBUF SFMFBTF JOEJWJEVBM CPVUPOT TIPXFE EJGGFSFOU
SFMFBTF QSPCBCJMJUJFT 	NFEJBO QS  SBOHF  ದ 
 'PS
LJOFUJD BOBMZTJT CPVUPOT XJUI IJHI SFMFBTF QSPCBCJMJUZ BOE HPPE
TFQBSBUJPO CFUXFFO SFMFBTF GBJMVSFT BOE TVDDFTTFT XFSF TFMFDUFE
	4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4
 5IF NFBTVSFE GMVPSFTDFODF EFDBZ UJNF
DPOTUBOUT 	˱PGG
 XFSF  s  NT GPS J(MV4O'3  s  NT
GPS J(MVG BOE  s  NT GPS J(MVV 	'JH MO 4* "QQFOEJY 'JH
4
 5IVT DPNQBSFE UP J(MV4O'3 TZOBQUJD SFTQPOTFT EFUFDUFE
CZ J(MVV XFSF SFWFBMFE UP CF GBTUFS CZ B GBDUPS PG  *OUFSFTUJOHMZ
CMPDLJOH HMVUBNBUF VQUBLFXJUI5#0"	 w.
EJE OPU TMPX EPXO
UIF EFDBZ PG J(MVV GMVPSFTDFODF 	4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4
 TVHHFTUJOH
UIBU BGUFS TQBSTF BDUJWBUJPO PG 4DIBGGFS DPMMBUFSBM TZOBQTFT HMVUB
NBUF JT SBQJEMZ DMFBSFE GSPN UIF TZOBQUJD DMFGU CZ EJGGVTJPO OPU CZ
BDUJWF USBOTQPSU 5IF TJUVBUJPO NBZ CF EJGGFSFOU JO IJHIMZ BDUJWF
OFVSPQJM 	 

4ZOBQUJD HMVUBNBUF EZOBNJDT EVSJOH IJHI GSFRVFODZ TUJNVMBUJPO
8JUI EFDBZ LJOFUJDT PG  NT J(MVG BOE J(MVV BSF QSPNJTJOH
UPPMT GPS EJSFDU USBDLJOH PG TZOBQUJD HMVUBNBUF EVSJOH IJHI GSF
RVFODZ TUJNVMBUJPO 5IF SFTQPOTF PG J(MV4O'3 J(MVG BOE J(MVV
UP QBJSFEQVMTF TUJNVMBUJPO 	'JH  BOE 4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4

BOE UP USBJOT PG  BDUJPO QPUFOUJBMT 	"1T
 BU   BOE 
)[ 	4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4
 XBT UFTUFE 8IJMF UIF SFTQPOTFT PG
J(MV4O'3 BOE J(MVG TVHHFTUFE CVJMEVQ PG HMVUBNBUF EVSJOH IJHI
GSFRVFODZ TUJNVMBUJPO J(MVV SFTQPOTFT SFWFBMFE UIBU FWFO BU
 )[ TUJNVMBUJPO HMVUBNBUF XBT DPNQMFUFMZ DMFBSFE GSPN UIF
TZOBQUJD DMFGU CFUXFFO BDUJPO QPUFOUJBMT 	'JH G 4* "QQFOEJY
'JH 4J
 *OUFSFTUJOHMZ UIF BNQMJUVEFT PG TZOBQUJD GMVPSFTDFODF
TJHOBMT 	Ⴄ''
 XFSF TJNJMBS GPS BMM UISFF JOEJDBUPST TVHHFTUJOH
UIBU UIF POSBUF OPU UIF PWFSBMM BGGJOJUZ EFUFSNJOFE UIF OVNCFS
PG HMVUBNBUFCPVOE JOEJDBUPS NPMFDVMFT JO UIF TZOBQUJD DMFGU
&YDJUBUPSZ QPTUTZOBQUJD QPUFOUJBMT 	&141T
 JO $" CFDPNF
TUSPOHMZ EFQSFTTFE EVSJOH IJHIGSFRVFODZ TUJNVMBUJPO 	
 8F
XFSF JOUFSFTUFE XIFUIFS &141 EFQSFTTJPO EVSJOH  )[ TUJN
VMBUJPO DPVME CF GVMMZ BDDPVOUFE GPS CZ EFQSFTTJPO PG HMVUBNBUF
SFMFBTF GSPN QSFTZOBQUJD CPVUPOT *O QBJSFE SFDPSEJOHT GSPN
DPOOFDUFE $"$" QZSBNJEBM DFMMT XF USJHHFSFE "1T JO UIF
$" DFMM CZ CSJFG DVSSFOU JOKFDUJPOT XIJMF NPOJUPSJOH QPTUTZOBQUJD
QPUFOUJBMT 	&141T
 JO UIF $" DFMM 5IF QSPUPDPM DPOTJTUFE PG
B TIPSU IJHI GSFRVFODZ CVSTU 	 "1T BU  )[
 GPMMPXFE CZ B
TJOHMF "1  NT BGUFS UIF CVSTU UP QSPCF SFDPWFSZ PG TZOBQUJD
GVODUJPO 	
 8F SFQFBUFE UIF QSPUPDPM VQ UP  UJNFT BU 
)[ BOE BWFSBHFE UIF SFDPSEFE USBDFT 	'JH BCD
 "T FYQFDUFE
DPOOFDUFE $"$" QZSBNJEBM DFMM QBJST TIPXFE TUSPOH EFQSFT
TJPO EVSJOH UIF IJHI GSFRVFODZ USBJO 5IF SFTQPOTF UP UIF SFDPWFSZ
UFTU QVMTF 	
 XBT OPU TJHOJGJDBOUMZ EJGGFSFOU GSPN UIF GJSTU
&141 JO UIF USBJO JOEJDBUJOH GVMM SFDPWFSZ PG TZOBQUJD GVODUJPO 5P
JOWFTUJHBUF EFQSFTTJPO BOE SFDPWFSZ PG HMVUBNBUF SFMFBTF XF FWBM
VBUFE J(MVV TJHOBMT EVSJOH JEFOUJDBM TUJNVMBUJPO 	'JH EF
 %VF
UP UIF FYUSFNFMZ GBTU LJOFUJDT PG UIF JOEJDBUPS EFDPOWPMVUJPO PG
UIF GMVPSFTDFODF UJNF DPVSTF XBT OPU OFDFTTBSZ XF SFBE UIF QFBL
BNQMJUVEFT EVSJOH UIF )[ USBJO EJSFDUMZ GSPN UIF BWFSBHFE GMV
PSFTDFODF UJNF DPVSTF 	BWFSBHF PG  JOEJWJEVBM USJBMT TBNQMFE BU
 L)[
 (MVUBNBUF SFMFBTF EFDSFBTFE EVSJOH UIF USBJO XJUI B UJNF
DPVSTF UIBUNBUDIFE &141 EFQSFTTJPO 	'JH E
 5IJT SFTVMU QPJOUT
UP B QVSFMZ QSFTZOBQUJD PSJHJO PG EFQSFTTJPO XIJDI JT DPOTJTUFOU
XJUI ".1" SFDFQUPST SBQJEMZ SFDPWFSJOH GSPN EFTFOTJUJ[BUJPO
BGUFS FBDI SFMFBTF FWFOU 	SFDPWFSZNT 	

 )PXFWFS HMVUBNBUF
SFMFBTF  NT BGUFS UIF UFUBOVT XBT TUJMM TJHOJGJDBOUMZ EFQSFTTFE
	UXPUBJMFE TUVEFOUಬT UFTU QWBMVF 
 XIJMF ".1" SFDFQUPS
DVSSFOUT XFSF OPU 5IJT EJTDSFQBODZ TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF SFTQPOTF PG
".1" SFDFQUPST UP DMFGU HMVUBNBUF XBT JO GBDU QPUFOUJBUFE 
NT BGUFS UIF IJHI GSFRVFODZ USBJO DPNQFOTBUJOH GPS UIF SFEVDFE
PVUQVU PG 4DIBGGFS DPMMBUFSBM CPVUPOT
1BJSFEQVMTF GBDJMJUBUJPO DPSSFMBUFT XJUI SBQJE SFDPWFSZ GSPN EF
QSFTTJPO 5IF SBQJE LJOFUJDT PG J(MVV BMMPXFE VT UP BOBMZ[F GSF
RVFODZ GJMUFSJOH BU JOEJWJEVBM CPVUPOT 0O UIF TFDPOE"1 CPVUPOT
TIPXFE B XJEF SBOHF PG GBDJMJUBUFE 	 PVU PG  CPVUPOT
 PS
EFQSFTTFE SFTQPOTFT 	 PVU PG  CPVUPOT 'JH F
 5IF SFTQPOTF
UP UIF UFOUI "1 XBT TUSPOHMZ EFQSFTTFE JO BMM CPVUPOT 	 PG
SFTQPOTF BNQMJUVEF UP GJSTU "1
 XJUI OP DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF
TFDPOE BOE UIF UFOUI SFTQPOTF 	3  'JH GI
 *OUFSFTU
JOHMZ B IJHIMZ TJHOJGJDBOU DPSSFMBUJPO XBT PCTFSWFE CFUXFFO UIF
SFTQPOTF UP UIF TFDPOE"1 BOE UIF SFDPWFSZ SFTQPOTF NT BGUFS
UIF IJHI GSFRVFODZ USBJO 	3   'JH HJ
 *O DPOUSBTU XF










































































































































VBM FYQFSJNFOUT 	'	QSFUI QVMTF
'	QSFTU QVMTF
 BOE UIF BN




JOEJDBUJOH UIBU QPPS SFDPWFSZ XBT OPU DBVTFE CZ FYDFTTJWF CMFBDI
JOH PS EJMVUJPO PG JOEJDBUPS NPMFDVMFT 	'JH K
 5IVT TZOBQTFT
UIBU TIPXFE QSPOPVODFE QBJSFEQVMTF GBDJMJUBUJPO XFSF BMTP BCMF
UP SFDPWFS SBQJEMZ GSPN EFQSFTTJPO CPUI PG XIJDI JT JOEJDBUJWF PG
B MPX VUJMJ[BUJPO PG QSFTZOBQUJD SFTPVSDFT 	
 4VDI CPVUPOT BSF
PQUJNJ[FE GPS UIF USBOTNJTTJPO PG IJHIGSFRVFODZ BDUJWJUZ 	TQJLF
CVSTUT
 *O DPOUSBTU CPVUPOT UIBU TIPXFE QBJSFEQVMTF EFQSFTTJPO
XFSF TUJMM EFQSFTTFE  NT BGUFS UIF IJHIGSFRVFODZ USBJO 5IFTF
CPVUPOT BDU BT MPXQBTT GJMUFST UIFZ QSFGFSFOUJBMMZ USBOTNJU JTP
MBUFE "1T QSFDFEFE CZ B TJMFOU QFSJPE
3FTQPOTF LJOFUJDT PG J(MV4O'3 BOE WBSJBOUT J(MVG BOE J(MVV BSF
CBTFE PO UIF SBUF PG TUSVDUVSBM DIBOHF 'JOBMMZ XF JOWFTUJHBUFE UIF
SFTQPOTF NFDIBOJTN PG J(MV4O'3 BOE JUT GBTU WBSJBOUT VTJOH GMVP
SFTDFODF TUPQQFEGMPXXJUINJMMJTFDPOE UJNF SFTPMVUJPO *O BTTPDJ
BUJPO LJOFUJD FYQFSJNFOUT 	 r$
 UIF GMVPSFTDFODF SFTQPOTF SBUFT
	LPCT
 TIPXFE IZQFSCPMJD HMVUBNBUF DPODFOUSBUJPO EFQFOEFODF
BQQSPBDIJOH TBUVSBUJOH SBUFT PG  T BOE  T GPS J(MV4O'3
BOE J(MVG SFTQFDUJWFMZ 	'JH BE
 'PS J(MVV JO DPOUSBTU LPCT
XBT GPVOE UP CF DPODFOUSBUJPOJOEFQFOEFOU BU  T 	'JH FG

8F DPOTJEFSFE UXP EJGGFSFOU SFBDUJPO QBUIXBZT UP FYQMBJO PVS
LJOFUJD EBUB 	'JH H
 J(MV4O'3 JT SFQSFTFOUFE BT B DPNQMFY PG
UIF MBSHF GSBHNFOU PG UIF(MV#1 EPNBJO 	(MV#1  J(MVM
 /
UFSNJOBMMZ GMBOLJOH DQ&('1 BOE PG UIF $UFSNJOBMMZ GVTFE TNBMM
(MV#1 GSBHNFOU 	(MV#1  J(MVT
 5IF UFSN J(MVM∼J(MVT
JOEJDBUFT UIBU UIF MBSHF (MV#1 GSBHNFOU J(MVM BOE UIF TNBMM
GSBHNFOU J(MVT BSF XJUIJO POF NPMFDVMF BMCFJU TFQBSBUFE CZ UIF
JOUFSKFDUJOH DQ&('1 *O 4DIFNF  UIF CJOEJOH PG HMVUBNBUF UP
J(MVM JO J(MVM∼J(MVT JT UIF QSJNBSZ TUFQ 	OP DIBOHF JO GMVP
SFTDFODF
 (MVUBNBUF CJOEJOH JT GPMMPXFE CZ B DPOGPSNBUJPOBM
DIBOHF JOEVDFE CZ UIF SFBUUBDINFOU PG J(MVT UP (MVCPVOE J(MVM
SFTVMUJOH JO UIF IJHIMZ GMVPSFTDFOU (MVJ(MVD DPNQMFY 	SBUF MJN
JUJOH TUFQ
 "DDPSEJOH UP 4DIFNF  UIF IZQFSCPMJD EFQFOEFODF
PG UIF PCTFSWFE SBUF LPCT PO UIF HMVUBNBUF DPODFOUSBUJPO >(MV>
IBT UIF JOUFSDFQU PG UIF ZBYJT BU L 	TFF 4* "QQFOEJY ,JOFUJD
5IFPSZ FR 
 "U MPX >(MV> UIF JOJUJBM MJOFBS TMPQF HJWFT L, "U
IJHI >(MV> LPCT UFOET UP LL "MUIPVHI LPCT GPS J(MVV BQQFBST
FTTFOUJBMMZ DPODFOUSBUJPO JOEFQFOEFOU JUT LJOFUJDT JT DPOTJTUFOU
XJUI 4DIFNF  XJUI LL IBWJOH B TJNJMBS WBMVF UP Lತ 	4*
"QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4

*O UIF BMUFSOBUJWF QBUIXBZ 	4DIFNF 
 UIF SFBUUBDINFOU
PG J(MVT UP J(MVM PDDVST XJUIPVU QSJPS CJOEJOH PG HMVUBNBUF
5IFSFGPSF J(MVM∼J(MVT XJUI UIF (MV#1 GSBHNFOUT TFQBSBUFE BOE
DPNQMFUF (MV#1 EPNBJO 	J(MVD
 BSF JO FRVJMJCSJVN 5IF DPO
GPSNBUJPOBM DIBOHF UIBU SFQSFTFOUT UIF SFBUUBDINFOU PG UIF UXP
(MV#1 GSBHNFOUT JT FYQFDUFE UP HFOFSBUF B GMVPSFTDFOU TUBUF PG
DQ&('1 )PXFWFS UIF FRVJMJCSJVN JT MJLFMZ UP CF TUSPOHMZ TIJGUFE
UP UIF TFQBSBUFE OPOGMVPSFTDFOU TUBUF 	J(MVM∼J(MVT
 "TTVNJOH
UIBU UIJT FRVJMJCSJVN JT GBTU BOE HMVUBNBUF CJOEJOH TUBCJMJ[FT UIF
GMVPSFTDFOU TUBUF BU MPX >(MV> B MJOFBS EFQFOEFODF PG LPCT PO>(MV> JT QSFEJDUFE XJUI B TMPQF PG ,L	,
 BOE BO JOUFSDFQU
PG UIF ZBYJT BU Lತ 	TFF 4* "QQFOEJY ,JOFUJD 5IFPSZ FR 

"MUIPVHI BU MPX >(MV> NPOPFYQPOFOUJBM GMVPSFTDFODF DIBOHFT
BSF FYQFDUFE BT >(MV> JODSFBTFT UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO PG J(MVD
DBOOPU CF BTTVNFE UP CF BU TUFBEZTUBUF BOE TMPX JTPNFSJTBUJPO
XJMM MJNJU LPCT JO B TJNJMBS QBUUFSO UP UIBU GPS 4DIFNF  5IVT
BU IJHI >(MV> FWFO JG J(MVD BOE (MVJ(MVD IBWF FRVBM SFMBUJWF
GMVPSFTDFODF JOUFOTJUJFT CJQIBTJD GMVPSFTDFODF DIBOHFT XPVME CF
FYQFDUFE GPS UIF BTTPDJBUJPO SFBDUJPOT "T BMM UIF SFBDUJPOT TUVEJFE
IFSF GPS UIF UISFF WBSJBOUT IBE B TJOHMF FYQPOFOUJBM BQQFBSBODF
XF DBO FYDMVEF 4DIFNF  BT B QPTTJCMF SFBDUJPO QBUIXBZ *O DPO
DMVTJPO 4DIFNF  QSPWJEFT BO FYDFMMFOU GJU UP PVS NFBTVSFNFOUT
	4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4
 QPJOUJOH UP ಫ7FOVT GMZUSBQಬ DMPTVSF CZ
HMVUBNBUF CJOEJOH BT B SFRVJSFE GJSTU TUFQ GPS UIF DPOGPSNBUJPOBM
DIBOHF UIBU JODSFBTFT J(MV4O'3 GMVPSFTDFODF
$ISCUSSION
5IF EFWFMPQNFOU PG J(MV4O'3XBT B CSFBLUISPVHI JO GMVPSFTDFOU
HMVUBNBUF TFOTPST UPXBSET JOWFTUJHBUJOH OFVSPUSBOTNJTTJPO JO MJW
JOH PSHBOJTNT 	
 )FSF XF EFTDSJCF IPX UP PWFSDPNF POF PG UIF
LFZ MJNJUBUJPOT PG J(MV4O'3 JUT TMPX SFTQPOTF LJOFUJDT BOE VTF
UIF OFX VUSBGBTU WBSJBOU J(MVV UP JOWFTUJHBUF TZOBQUJD USBOTNJTTJPO
BOE GSFRVFODZ GJMUFSJOH BU JOEJWJEVBM 4DIBGGFS DPMMBUFSBM CPVUPOT
'PS BMM UFTUFE WBSJBOUT TZOBQUJD PGG LJOFUJDT XFSF TMPXFS CZ B
GBDUPS PG    DPNQBSFE UP UFNQFSBUVSFNBUDIFE JO WJUSPNFB
TVSFNFOUT PO JTPMBUFE QSPUFJO 5IJT JT DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF NVDI
IJHIFS BGGJOJUJFT PG )&,5 DFMMFYQSFTTFE HMVUBNBUF TFOTPST
DPNQBSFE UP TPMVCMF QSPUFJO 5IFTF TZTUFNBUJD EJGGFSFODFT BMTP
OPUFE JO UIF PSJHJOBM DIBSBDUFSJ[BUJPO PG J(MV4O'3 	
 NBZ CF
BUUSJCVUFE UP UIF UFUIFSJOH PG UIFNPMFDVMF UP BNFNCSBOF BODIPS
TMPXJOH EPXO DPOGPSNBUJPOBM DIBOHFT DPNQBSFE UP GSFFGMPBUJOH
TFOTPS NPMFDVMFT /FWFSUIFMFTT UIF SFMBUJWF EJGGFSFODFT JO BGGJOJUZ
BOE LJOFUJDT PG UIF OFX WFSTJPOT DPNQBSFE UP J(MV4O'3 XFSF
QSFTFSWFE JO WJUSP BOE JO TJUV 5IF PO BOE PGG SBUFT PG J(MVV BSF
HSFBUFS 	 BOE  GPME SFTQFDUJWFMZ
 DPNQBSFE UP J(MV4O'3
*OUFSFTUJOHMZ J(MVV XBT B GBTUFS SFQPSUFS JO UIF IJQQPDBNQBM TMJDF
UIBO J(MVG FWFO UIPVHI UIF MBUUFS IBT B GBTUFS MJNJUJOH POSBUF
J(MVV NBZ CF QVU BU BO BEWBOUBHF PWFS J(MVG CZ JUT DPODFOUSBUJPO
JOEFQFOEFOU SFTQPOTF LJOFUJDT *U NVTU CF OPUFE UIBU UIF LJOFUJDT
PG J(MV4O'3UZQF JOEJDBUPST BSF VMUJNBUFMZ MJNJUFE CZ UIF TUSVD
UVSBM DIBOHF UIBU SFDPOTUJUVUFT UIF GMVPSFTDFOU DPNQMFY TJNJMBS
UP DBMDJVNTFOTJOH ($B.1T 5IF DPOTUSBJOUT PG UIF NFDIBOJTN
XJUI SFHBSE UP UIF POTFU PG GMVPSFTDFODF TVHHFTU UIBU JU DBOOPU
CF FOHJOFFSFE UP SFTPMWF TVCNJMMJTFDPOE HMVUBNBUF EZOBNJDT
5P BDIJFWF NJDSPTFDPOE SFTQPOTF UJNFT JU NJHIU CF OFDFTTBSZ UP
EFWFMPQ IZCSJE HMVUBNBUF JOEJDBUPST VTJOH TZOUIFUJD EZFT
4ZOBQUJD J(MVV JNBHJOH SFWFBMFE DPNQMFUF DMFBSBODF PG HMV
UBNBUF CFUXFFO SFMFBTF FWFOUT FWFO BU  )[ TUJNVMBUJPO GSF
RVFODZ 5IF GJSTU BUUFNQUT UP FTUJNBUF UIF UJNF DPVSTF PG TZOBQUJD
HMVUBNBUF USBOTJFOUT XFSF CBTFE PO UIF EFDBZ PG /.%" SFDFQUPS
SFTQPOTFT JO QSJNBSZ DFMM DVMUVSF LJOFUJD BOBMZTJT PG UIF EJT
QMBDFNFOU PG B DPNQFUJUJWF/.%"SFDFQUPS BOUBHPOJTU TVHHFTUFE
HMVUBNBUF DMFBSBODF XJUI ˱   NT 	
 .PSF SFDFOU TUVEJFT
VTJOH DPNQVUBUJPOBM NPEFMJOH BOE GMVPSFTDFODF BOJTPUSPQZ JNBH
JOH JO UJTTVF TVHHFTU UIBU JU JT DMPTFS UP  ˩T 	 
 5IVT
EVF UP UIF JOUSJOTJD LJOFUJD MJNJUT PG UIF J(MV4O'3 NFDIBOJTN
FWFO J(MVV DBOOPU SFTPMWF UIF USVF EZOBNJDT PG GSFF HMVUBNBUF
JO UIF TZOBQUJD DMFGU .PSFPWFS PVS TQBUJPUFNQPSBM SFTPMVUJPO JT
MJNJUFE CZ TDBOOJOH FWFO UIPVHI JO NPTU FYQFSJNFOUT UIF TQJSBM
TDBO MJOF JOUFSTFDUFE UIF SFMFBTF TJUF UXP PS NPSF UJNFT BOE
UIVT FGGFDUJWFMZ JODSFBTFE UFNQPSBM TBNQMJOH PG DMFGU HMVUBNBUF
CZ UIF TBNF GBDUPS 	FH GSPN  UP  L)[
 *O PVS BOBMZTJT XF
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TJHOBMT 	'JH 4
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J(MVV TJHOBMT JT PG DSJUJDBM JNQPSUBODF UFNQPSBM TBNQMJOH DPVME
CF JNQSPWFE CZ BTTJHOJOH B UJNF WBMVF UP FWFSZ QJYFM PG UIF TQJSBM
TDBO MJOF CFGPSF 30* BOBMZTJT 	'JH 4
 8IBU XF DBO TBZ XJUI
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GVMMZ SFDPWFSFE NT BGUFS UIF USBJO XIJMF UIF J(MVV SFTQPOTF XBT
TUJMM TJHOJGJDBOUMZ EFQSFTTFE 5IF NPTU QBSTJNPOJPVT FYQMBOBUJPO










































































































































UFSOBUJWF TDFOBSJPT UIBU DPVME FYQMBJO TNBMMFS J(MVV SFTQPOTFT PO
UIF UI QVMTF FH JOEJDBUPS NPMFDVMFT SFUSJFWFE JOUP FOEPTPNBM
TUSVDUVSFT EVSJOH FOEPDZUPTJT PS BDDVNVMBUJPO PG JOEJDBUPS JO B
	IZQPUIFUJDBM
 EFTFOTJUJ[FE TUBUF *O UIFTF TDFOBSJPT GBDJMJUBUJOH
CPVUPOT XIJDI FYQFSJFODF NPSF FYP BOE FOEPDZUPTJT BOE J(MVV
BDUJWBUJPO EVSJOH UIF USBJO XPVME CF FYQFDUFE UP TIPX TNBMMFS SF
TQPOTFT BU UIF UI QVMTF )PXFWFS XF GPVOE B TUSPOH DPSSFMBUJPO
JO UIF PQQPTJUF EJSFDUJPO NBLJOH UIFTF TDFOBSJPT MFTT MJLFMZ
"T SFTQPOTF BNQMJUVEFT 	   ˂''
 XFSF UZQJDBMMZ
MFTT UIBO IBMG PG UIF NBYJNVN DIBOHF JO GMVPSFTDFODF XF EFUFS
NJOFE GPS UIF UISFF JOEJDBUPST 	4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4
 XF EJE OPU
DPSSFDU GPS UIF OPOMJOFBSJUZ PG UIF J(MV4O'3 WBSJBOUT 	'JH D
 5P
EFUFSNJOF UIF BCTPMVUF 	PS ಫQFBLಬ
 HMVUBNBUF DPODFOUSBUJPO JO UIF
TZOBQUJD DMFGU IPXFWFS JOEJDBUPS TBUVSBUJPO BOE VOEFSTBNQMJOH
XPVME IBWF UP CF UBLFO JOUP BDDPVOU
5IF GVMM SFDPWFSZ PG UIF ".1" SFTQPOTF QPJOUT UP BO VOFY
QFDUFE JODSFBTF JO TFOTJUJWJUZ PG UIF QPTUTZOBQUJD DPNQBSUNFOU
UP HMVUBNBUF #Z BTTPDJBUJPO XJUI EJGGFSFOU BVYJMJBSZ QSPUFJOT BOE
PUIFS TDBGGPMESFMBUFE NFDIBOJTNT UIF EFOTJUZ BOE PQFO QSPCB
CJMJUZ PG QPTUTZOBQUJD HMVUBNBUF SFDFQUPST DBO RVJDLMZ DIBOHF 	

 *O IJQQPDBNQBM TMJDF DVMUVSFT QPTUUFUBOJD QPUFOUJBUJPO JT
XFMM FTUBCMJTIFE BOE SFRVJSFT UIF BDUJWJUZ PG QSPUFJO LJOBTF $ 	

5IVT JU JT QPTTJCMF UIBU FMFWBUFE $B MFWFMT JO UIF TQJOF EVSJOH
PVS IJHI GSFRVFODZ QSPUPDPM FOIBODFE ".1" SFDFQUPS DVSSFOUT
CZ B OVNCFS PG NFDIBOJTNT DPNQFOTBUJOH GPS UIF SFEVDFE HMV
UBNBUF SFMFBTF  NT BGUFS UIF UFUBOVT
5IF TVSQSJTJOHMZ UJHIU DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO QBJSFEQVMTF GB
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UPOT QSPWJEFT EJSFDU FWJEFODF UIBU EJGGFSFOUJBM VTF PG QSFTZOBQUJD
SFTPVSDFT EFUFSNJOFT UIF OFVSBM DPEF CFUXFFO QZSBNJEBM DFMMT
	 
 6TJOH 4DIBGGFS DPMMBUFSBM TZOBQTFT BT BO FYBNQMF XF
TIPX UIBU J(MVV JT B VTFGVM UPPM GPS B NFDIBOJTUJD BOBMZTJT PG
IJHI GSFRVFODZ TZOBQUJD USBOTNJTTJPO JOUFSSPHBUJOH QSFTZOBQUJD
GVODUJPO JOEFQFOEFOUMZ PG QPTUTZOBQUJD USBOTNJUUFS SFDFQUPST
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SI Methods 
Materials. pRSET FLIPE-600n and pCMV(MinDis).iGluSnFR  plasmids were a gift from 
Loren Looger (Addgene Plasmid #41732) and Wolf Frommer (Addgene plasmid # 13537), 
respectively. pET41a and pET30b vectors were obtained from Novagen. E. coli XL10-Gold 
and BL21 (DE3) Gold cells were purchased from Invitrogen. Restriction enzymes were 
obtained from New England Biolabs and T4 DNA ligase from Fermentas. 
Cloning of glutamate binding proteins into bacterial expression vectors. The iGluSnFR 
gene was subcloned from pCMV(MinDis).iGluSnFR  by restriction-ligation into pET41a 
(GST-fusion expression vector) at BglII and NotI restriction sites and ybeJ encoding GluBP 
was subcloned from pRSET FLIPE 600n (ECFP-ybeJ-Venus) into pET30b (His-fusion 
expression vector) at BglII and NotI restriction sites. 
Site-directed mutagenesis of iGluSnFR. A series of DNA mutations were performed on 
pET41a-iGluSnFR. Site-directed mutagenesis was carried out following the QuikChange II 
XL proWRFRO$JLOHQW7HFKQRORJLHVXVLQJWKHIROORZLQJSULPHUV¶Æ¶ 
R24K, GGTGTGATTGTCGTCGGTCACAAGGAATCTTCAGTGCCTTTCTCT;  





Mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing (Genewiz).  
Expression and purification of genetically encoded glutamate indicator (GEGI) proteins. 
His-tagged GluBP, GST-fused iGluSnFR and variant proteins were overexpressed in E. coli 
BL21 (DE3) Gold cells. Cells were grown at 37 °C and expression was induced overnight at 
20 °C in the presence of 0.5 mM isopropyl thio-ȕ-D-galactoside (IPTG). Cells were 
resuspended in 50 mM Na+-HEPES, 200 mM NaCl, pH 7.5 containing one tablet of Complete 
protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) and lysed by sonication on ice 
(VibraCell, Jencons PLS). For GST-fused proteins, clarified lysates were purified by a single-
step GST chromatography (GSTrap, ÄKTA Purifier, GE Healthcare) at 4 °C. The purified 
protein was eluted in 50 mM Na+-HEPES, 200 mM NaCl, 10 mM reduced glutathione, pH 
7.5. For His-tagged GluBP clarified lysate was purified on a NiNTA column (QIAGEN, 
ÄKTA Purifier, GE Healthcare) at 4 °C. The purified protein was eluted with a linear gradient 
of 0-0.5 M imidazole. Purity was assessed by SDS-PAGE (gradient of 6.4% - 20% 
acrylamide/bisacrylamide) and aliquoted fractions were dialyzed against 50 mM Na+-HEPES, 
200 mM NaCl, pH 7.5 and stored at -80 °C. 
Measuring protein concentrations. iGluSnFR and GluBP proteins were highly purified, 
allowing protein concentration to be determined spectroscopically. The absorption spectra of 
all iGluSnFR proteins comprised three peaks at wavelengths 280 nm, 400 nm and 497 nm. 
Protein concentrations were determined with molar extinction coefficients (Ho) at 280 nm 
calculated from the amino acid composition using a Nanodrop 1000 spectrophotometer 
(Thermo Scientific). Ho(280) of 90690 M-1cm-1 for GST-iGluSnFR and 24075 M-1cm-1 for His-
GluBP was calculated (Gill and von Hippel, 1989). 
Equilibrium binding titrations for iGluSnFR proteins. Glutamate affinity assays of 
iGluSnFR proteins were performed by continuous titration using an automated syringe pump 
3 
(ALADDIN 1000, WPI). iGluSnFR and variants at 50-100 nM concentration (50 mM Na+-
HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5 at 20oC) were titrated with an appropriate stock 
solution of glutamate at a 10 PL/min flow rate in a stirred 3 mL cuvette. Fluorescence was 
measured at 492 nm excitation and 512 nm emission wavelengths using a Fluorolog3 
spectrofluorimeter (Horiba Scientific). Fluorescence records were corrected for dilution and 
photobleaching (0.1%/min). Data were normalized and expressed as bound fraction and 
glutamate dissociation constant (Kd) and cooperativity (n) were obtained by fitting the data to 
the Hill equation using GraphPad Prism 7 software. All titrations were performed at least in 
triplicates and expressed as mean ± SEM. Ligand binding specificity was assessed by titrating 
iGluSnFR proteins as described above with L-aspartate, L-glutamine, D-serine, GABA and 
glycine. 
Stopped-flow fluorimetry. Glutamate association and dissociation kinetic experiments of 
iGluSnFR proteins were carried out on a Hi-Tech Scientific SF-61DX2 stopped-flow system 
equipped with a temperature manifold (Walklate and Geeves, 2015) in the 4 °C to 34 °C 
temperature range, as specified. Fluorescence excitation was set to 492 nm. Fluorescence 
emission was collected using a 530 nm cut-off filter. At least 3 shots from 3 replicates were 
averaged for analysis. Data were fitted to a single exponential to obtain the fluorescence rise 
or decay rate using KinetAssyst software (TgK scientific). 
Association kinetics. The solution containing 1 PM protein in 50 mM Na+-HEPES, 100 mM 
NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5 was rapidly mixed (1:1) with 50 mM Na+-HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 
2 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5 containing increasing glutamate concentrations (concentrations given 
are those in the mixing chamber). For the determination of temperature dependence of 
glutamate association rates, protein samples at 1 PM concentration were mixed as above to 
give a final glutamate concentration of 1 mM for iGluSnFR, 5 mM for iGluSnFR E25D (iGluf) 
and 10 mM for iGluSnFR S72T (iGluu) in the mixing chamber.  
Dissociation kinetics. The solution containing 1 PM protein in 50 mM Na+-HEPES, 100 mM 
NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5 with saturating glutamate (15 x Kd) was rapidly mixed (1:1) with 
0.67 mM GluBP in 50 mM Na+-HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5 (concentrations 
in the mixing chamber). For the determination of temperature dependence of glutamate 
dissociation rates, protein samples at 1 PM concentration were premixed to give a final 
glutamate concentration of 0.2 mM for iGluSnFR, 0.5 mM for iGluf and 1 mM for iGluu in the 
mixing chamber. 
pH sensitivity of iGluSnFR, iGluf and iGluu proteins. To determine the apparent pKa for 
iGluSnFR proteins, a series of buffers were prepared. Depending on their respective pH 
buffering range, appropriate buffer was used for the measurements (MES for pH 6 - 6.5, 
HEPES for pH 7 - 8, Tris for pH 8.5 - 9 and CAPS for pH 10). The pH titrations were performed 
by recording fluorescence spectra in glutamate-IUHH(?P01D+-EXIIHU(?P01D&O(?P0
MgCl2) or glutamate-VDWXUDWHG(?P01D+-EXIIHU(?P01D&O(?P00J&O2, 1 - (?P0
JOXWDPDWHXVLQJ(?ȝ0SURWHLQLQ(?S+XQLWLQWHUYDOV)OXRURORJ, Horiba). Final glutamate 
concentrations were 1 mM for iGluSnFR, 2 mM for iGluf and 10 mM for iGluu. 
Quantum yield determination. The concentration of iGluSnFR proteins was adjusted such 
WKDW WKH DEVRUEDQFHDW WKH H[FLWDWLRQZDYHOHQJWK (?QPZDVEHWZHen 0.001 and 0.04. A 
VHULHVRIGLOXWLRQVZDVSUHSDUHGLQDEXIIHUHGVROXWLRQ(?P01D+-+(3(6(?P01D&O
(?P0 0J&O2, pH 7.5 with either no glutamate or 1 - (?P0 JOXWDPDWH )LQDO JOXWDPDWH
concentrations were 1 mM for iGluSnFR, 2 mM for iGluf and 10 mM for iGluu. Fluorescence 
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spectra were recorded on a Fluorolog3 (Horiba Scientific). GCaMP6f quantum yield measured 
in Ca2+-VDWXUDWHGEXIIHUZDVXVHGDVDUHIHUHQFHĭ+Ca2+(? (? (Chen et al., 2013). Data were 
plotted as integrated fluorescence intensity as a function of absorbance and fitted to a linear 
regression with slope S. Quantum yield for iGluSnFR proteins was obtained using the 
following equation: ĭprotein(? (?ĭGCaMP6f(?î(?6protein/SGCaMP6f). 
In situ glutamate titration. HEK293T cells were cultured on 24-well glass bottom plates in 
DMEM containing non-essential amino-acids (Life Technologies), 10% heat inactivated FBS 
(Life Technologies) and penicillin/streptomycin (100 U/ml, 100 mg/ml, respectively), at 37 °C 
in an atmosphere of 5% CO2. Cells were allowed 24 h to adhere before transfection with 
/LSRIHFWDPLQH  ,QYLWURJHQ IROORZLQJ WKH PDQXIDFWXUHU¶V UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV  ȝ/
/LSRIHFWDPLQHDQGȝJSODVPLG'1$LQȝ/2SWL0(0(Life Technologies)) and 
maintained for 24 h before being used in experiments. HEK293T cells transfected with 
iGluSnFR, iGluf or iGluu were washed with PBS and imaged in 20 mM Na+-HEPES, 145 mM 
NaCl, 10 mM glucose, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.4. Cells were 
examined at 37 °C (OKO lab incubation chamber) with a 3i Marianas spinning-disk confocal 
microscope equipped with a Zeiss AxioObserver Z1, a 40x/NA1.3 oil immersion objective and 
a 3i Laserstack as excitation light source (488 nm). Emitted light was collected through a 
525/30 nm BrightLine® single-band bandpass filter (Yokogawa CSU-X filter wheel) onto a 
CMOS camera (Hamamatsu, ORCA Flash 4.0; 1152x1656 pixels). Glutamate titrations were 
carried out using 0 - 10 mM L-glutamate (final concentration). Regions of interest (ROI) were 
defined by ellipses along each cell membrane. A single ROI was analyzed in each cell. ImageJ 
was used to process the images. GraphPad Prism 7 was used to plot and fit data with the Hill 
equation. The number of cells analyzed (n) were between 19 and 41, as specified. Data was 
expressed as mean ± SEM. 
Organotypic slice cultures and single cell electroporation. Organotypic hippocampal slices 
were prepared from male Wistar rats at post-natal day 5 as described (Gee et al., 2017). Briefly, 
diVVHFWHGKLSSRFDPSLZHUHFXWLQWRȝPVOLFHVZLWKDWLVVXHFKRSSHUDQGSODFHGRQDSRURXV
membrane (Millicell CM, Millipore). Cultures were maintained at 37 °C, 5% CO2 in a medium 
containing 80% MEM (Sigma M7278), 20% heat-inactivated horse serum (Sigma H1138) 
supplemented with 1 mM L-glutamine, 0.00125% ascorbic acid, 0.01 mg/ml insulin, 1.44 mM 
CaCl2, 2 mM MgSO4 and 13 mM D-glucose. No antibiotics were added to the culture medium. 
DNA encoding iGluSnFR and tdimer2 were subcloned into a mammalian expression vector 
(pCI) under the control of the neuron-specific human synapsin1 promoter. iGluf and iGluu were 
generated by site-directed mutagenesis of pCI-synapsin-iGluSnFR using the oligonucleotides 
for the E25D (iGluf) and S72T (iGluu) mutations. Individual CA3 pyramidal cells were 
transfected by single-cell electroporation (Wiegert et al., 2017a;Wiegert et al., 2017b). 
iGluSnFR and variant plasmids were electroporated at 40 ng/µl (iGluSnFR) or 50 ng/µl (iGluf, 
iGluu) along with a cytoplasmic red fluorescent protein tdimer2 (20 ng/µl). During 
electroporation slices were kept in 10 mM Na+-HEPES, 145 mM NaCl, 25 mM D-glucose, 1 
mM MgCl2 and 2 mM CaCl2, pH 7.4.  
Electrophysiology. Experiments were performed between DIV 14-30 (2 - 4 days after 
electroporation). Hippocampal slice cultures were placed in the recording chamber of the 
microscope and superfused with artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing 25 mM 
NaHCO3, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 127 mM NaCl, 25 mM D-glucose, 2.5 mM KCl and (saturated 
with 95% O2 - 5% CO2), 2 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2. Whole-cell patch clamp recordings 
from a transfected CA3 pyramidal neurons were performed with a Multiclamp 700B amplifier 
(Molecular Devices) under the control of Ephus software written in MATLAB (Suter et al., 
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2010). CA3 neurons were held in current clamp and stimulated through the patch pipette by 
brief electrical pulses (2 - 3 ms and 1500 - 3500 pA current injection) to induce single action 
potentials. Analog signals were filtered at 6 kHz and digitized at 10 kHz. Patch pipettes with 
DWLSUHVLVWDQFHRIWR0ZHUHSXOOHGZLWKD1DULVKLJH3&-10 vertical puller and filled 
with 10 mM K+-HEPES, 135 mM K+-gluconate, 4 mM MgCl2, 4 mM Na+2-ATP, 0.4 mM Na+-
GTP, 10 mM Na+2-phosphocreatine and 3 mM ascorbate (pH 7.2). Slice experiments were 
performed at 34qC ± 1qC by controlling the temperature of the ACSF with an in-line heating 
system and the oil immersion condenser with a Peltier element. Dual patch experiments and 
iGluu measurements (Fig. 3) were done under NMDAR block (10 µM CPP-ene) to prevent 
induction of long-term plasticity during high frequency stimulation.  
 
Two-photon microscopy and data analysis. The custom-built two-photon imaging setup was 
based on an Olympus BX51WI microscope controlled by a customized version the open-source 
software package ScanImage (Pologruto et al., 2003) written in MATLAB (MathWorks). We 
used a pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser (MaiTai DeepSee, Spectra Physics) tuned to 980 nm 
wavelength to simultaneously excite both the cytoplasmic tdimer2 and the membrane bound 
iGluSnFR. Red and green fluorescence was detected through the objective (LUMPLFLN 
60XW, 60x, NA 1.0, Olympus) and through the oil immersion condenser (NA 1.4, Olympus) 
using 2 pairs of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs, H7422P-40SEL, Hamamatsu). 560 DXCR 
dichroic mirrors and 525/50 and 607/70 emission filters (Chroma Technology) were used to 
separate green and red fluorescence. Excitation light was blocked by short-pass filters 
(ET700SP-2P, Chroma). ScanImage was modified for the user to freely define the scanning 
path. Signals from iGluSnFR and fast variants were measured by repeatedly scanning a spiral 
line across the bouton to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. iGluSnFR signals were sampled 
at 500 Hz and iGluf and iGluu signals were sampled either at 500 Hz or 1 kHz. 
Fluorescence was monitored at single Schaffer collateral terminals in CA1 while action 
potentials were triggered by brief (2 ms) depolarizing current injections into the soma of the 
transfected CA3 neuron. As the precise orientation of the synaptic cleft on the bouton was 
unknown to us, we used rapid spiral scans to sample the entire surface of the bouton. A spiral 
scan covering the entire bouton may hit the diffusing cloud of glutamate just once or several 
times per line. Typically, the spiral scan line intersected the release site multiple times (Fig. 
1j,k). To maximize the signal-to-noise ratio in every trial, we assigned a dynamic region of 
interest (ROI): pixel columns (i.e. spatial positions) were sorted according to the change in 
IOXRUHVFHQFHǻF) in each column (Fig. 1j, SI Appendix Fig. S2). To analyze individual trials, 
we sorted the columns (corresponding to positions along the scan line) according to their 
relative increase in fluorescence ('F/F0) and evaluated the top 80% (ROI). In contrast to 
straight line scans, this method was robust against small movements of the bouton between 
trials (tissue drift). While 500 Hz sampling was sufficient for iGluSnFR, we increased the 
scanning speed to 1 kHz to capture the peak of the very brief iGluu response (Fig. 1k). The 
peak amplitudes were extracted from the average of 10 trials acquired at 0.1 Hz (Fig. 3a). To 
avoid bleach-related run-down during the train, we normalized each of the 11 peaks by a 
baseline measurement (F0) taken just 1 ms before. This strategy was possible since the inter-
stimulus interval was 10 ms (500 ms for pulse #11) and Ĳoff was 2.6 ms. 
For the peak amplitude measurement of postsynaptic AMPA responses (Fig. 3a), we 
repeated the protocol 70 - 100 times at 0.1 Hz and manually removed trials in which the CA1 
neuron received spontaneous synaptic input. In addition, we discarded trials where the patch-
clamped CA3 neuron failed to spike in response to a somatic current injection, and averaged 
the remaining trials. The decay time course of the recovery action potential was fitted with a 
mono-exponential decay function. This decay time constant was then used to extract the 
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amplitude of individual responses during the 100 Hz train by deconvolution. Analysis was done 
in MATLAB and GraphPad Prism. 
Data analysis and kinetic modelling. Biophysical experiments were performed at least in 
triplicates and analysed using GraphPad Prism 7 and KinetAsyst (TgK Scientific) software. 
Experiments on HEK293T cells were carried out on three independent cultures each. The total 
number of cells analysed in each condition is given in the figure legends. The software package 
IBS (http://ibs.biocuckoo.org) was used to display the domain structure glutamate sensors. The 
PyMOL Molecular Graphics System (2002) by W. L. Delano (https://www.pymol.org/  RRID: 
SCR_000305) was employed for displaying the crystal structure. Global fitting to kinetic data 
was performed using DynaFit4 software (http://www.biokin.com/dynafit RRID: SCR_008444) 
according to the Schemes 1 & 2. 
Kinetic theory. iGluSnFR is represented as iGlul~iGlus, indicating that the N-terminally 
flanking large GluBP fragment (GluBP 1-253, iGlul) and the C-terminally fused small GluBP 
fragment (GluBP 254-279, iGlus) are within one molecule but separated by the interjecting 
cpEGFP.  
Scheme 1: 
Glutamate binds to the large domain iGlui of GluBP. This is a pre-equilibrium that is described 
by the following equation: డሾீ௟௨Ǥ௜ீ௟௨೗ ?௜ீ௟௨ೞሿడ௧ ൌ  ݇ାଵሾ݅ܩ݈ݑ௟  ?݅ ܩ݈ݑ௦ሿሾܩ݈ݑሿ െ ݇ିଵሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௟  ?݅ܩ݈ݑ௦ሿ  (1) 
With the equilibrium constant defined as: ܭଵ ൌ ௞శభ௞షభ (2) 
The total concentration of iGluSnFR, [iGluSnFR]0 is the sum of all iGluSnFR complexes 
involved in the scheme. ሾ݅ܩ݈ݑܵ݊ܨܴሿ଴ ൌ  ሾ݅ܩ݈ݑ௟  ?݅ ܩ݈ݑ௦ሿ ൅ ሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௟  ?݅ ܩ݈ݑ௦ሿ ൅ ሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿ (3) 
From this term [iGlui~iGlus] is derived as: ሾ݅ܩ݈ݑ௟  ?݅ ܩ݈ݑ௦ሿ ൌ ሾ݅ܩ݈ݑܵ݊ܨܴሿ଴ െ ሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௟ ?݅ܩ݈ݑ௦ሿ െ ሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿ (4) 
If steady-state is assumed for the glutamate-bound iGluSnFR (Glu.iGlul~iGlus) then eq. 1 
equals zero and we can insert eq. 4 to obtain a term for [Glu.iGlul~iGlus]. ሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௟  ?݅ ܩ݈ݑ௦ሿ ൌ ௄భሾீ௟௨ሿଵା௄భ  ?ሺሾ݅ܩ݈ݑܵ݊ܨܴሿ଴ െ ሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿሻ (5) 
The formation of the fluorescent state [Glu.iGluc*] is defined by: డሾீ௟௨Ǥ௜ீ௟௨೎כሿడ௧ ൌ  ݇ାଶሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௟ ?݅ܩ݈ݑ௦ሿ െ ݇ିଶሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿ (6) 
Inserting eq. 5 into eq. 6 and performing a partial differentiation leads to: ݇௢௕௦ ൌ ௞శమ௄భሾீ௟௨ሿଵା௄భሾீ௟௨ሿ ൅ ݇ିଶ (7)
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With the amplitude A, the Koverall and Kd defined as: ܣ ൌ ௞శమ௄భሾீ௟௨ሿሾ௜ீ௟௨ௌ௡ிோሿబଵା௄భሾீ௟௨ሿܭ௢௩௘௥௔௟௟ ൌ ܭଵሺ ? ൅ ܭଶሻܭௗ ൌ ଵ௄೚ ൌ ଵ௄భା௄భ௄మ     (8a,b,c) 
Scheme 2: 
iGlul~iGlus first forms the complete state iGluc* that is fluorescent. The pre-equilibrium can 
be defined as: డሾ௜ீ௟௨೎כሿడ௧ ൌ  ݇ାଷሾ݅ܩ݈ݑ௟  ?݅ ܩ݈ݑ௦ሿ െ ݇ିଷሾ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿ   (9) 
With the equilibrium constant defined as: ܭଷ ൌ ௞శయ௞షయ (10) 
The total concentration of iGluSnFR, [iGluSnFR]0 is the sum of all iGluSnFR complexes 
involved in the scheme. ሾ݅ܩ݈ݑܵ݊ܨܴሿ଴ ൌ  ሾ݅ܩ݈ݑ௟  ?݅ܩ݈ݑ௦ሿ ൅ ሾ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿ ൅ ሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿ (11) 
From this term [iGlui~iGlus] is derived as: ሾ݅ܩ݈ݑ௟  ?݅ ܩ݈ݑ௦ሿ ൌ ሾ݅ܩ݈ݑܵ݊ܨܴሿ଴ െ ሾ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿ െ ሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿ (12) 
If steady-state is assumed for (iGluc*) then eq. 9 equals zero and we can insert eq. 12 to obtain 
a term for [iGluc*]. ሾ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿ ൌ ௄యଵା௄య  ?ሺሾ݅ܩ݈ݑܵ݊ܨܴሿ଴ െ ሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿሻ (13) 
The formation of the fluorescent state [Glu.iGluc*] is defined by: డሾீ௟௨Ǥ௜ீ௟௨೎כሿడ௧ ൌ  ݇ାସሾ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿሾܩ݈ݑሿ െ ݇ିସሾܩ݈ݑǤ ݅ܩ݈ݑ௖כሿ (14) 
Inserting eq. 13 into eq. 14 and performing a partial differentiation leads to: ݇௢௕௦ ൌ ௞శర௄యሾீ௟௨ሿଵା௄య ൅ ݇ିସ (15)
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Figure S1 
Fig. S1. Biophysical characterization of iGluSnFR variants. (a) Equilibrium glutamate binding 
titrations at 20 q&IRUL*OX6Q)5ƔL*OX6Q)5(5D (iGluf) (ź), iGluSnFR S72T (iGluu) (Ŷ), 
iGluSnFR E25R (Ÿ), iGluSnFR E25A (Ŷ), iGluSnFR R24K (Ƈ), iGluSnFR T92A (Ŷ). 
Fluorescence changes are normalized to F0 of 0 and Fmax of 1. (b) Ligand selectivity. 
Equilibrium titratioQRIL*OX6Q)5ƔiGluf (ź) and iGluu (Ŷ) with aspartate and glutamine, 
as indicated. pH sensitivity and pKa determination of (c) iGluSnFR; (d) iGluf; (e) iGluu. 
Normalized fluorescence in the presence of glutamate (Ŷ) (concentration as specified), or in 
the absence of glutamate (Ɣ ǻF/F0 (Ÿ). (f) Arrhenius plots of the limiting on-rates of 
iGluSnFR, iGluf and iGluu. Values at 34 qC for iGluf and iGluu are extrapolated assuming the 
measured slope. (g) Arrhenius plot of the dissociation rate constants of iGluSnFR, iGluf and 






Fig. S2. Extraction of amplitudes from spiral scans. (a) Spiral scan intersecting site of vesicular 
fusion. (b) Spiral scan, single trial response. Columns were sorted according to the signal 
DPSOLWXGH¨F7KHUHJLRQRILQWHUHVW52,ZDVGHILQHGDVWKHFROXPQVZLWK¨F > 50% of 
maximum ¨F (63.2% of maximum for iGluu). (c) Average of 10 trials (single APs) to analyze 
lateral spread of signal (red box). (d) Decay of fluorescence transient (9 scan lines = 18 ms). 
Note lack of lateral spread of the signal due to slow diffusion of membrane-anchored 
iGluSnFR. (e) iGluSnFR responses from a single Schaffer collateral bouton plotted over time. 
Single action potential stimulation, (Ɣ); No stimulation, (o). Note clear separation of successes 
and failures. (f) Histogram of response amplitudes displayed in panel (e); multiple peaks may 
be due to multi-vesicular release events. 
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Figure S3 
Fig. S3. )OXRUHVFHQFHWLPHFRXUVH¨F/F0) in single boutons expressing (a) iGluSnFR, (b) iGluf 
or (c) iGluu VWLPXODWHGE\DVRPDWLFSDLUHGSXOVHPV,6,)OXRUHVFHQFHWLPHFRXUVH¨F/F0) 
of single boutons expressing (d) iGluSnFr, (e) iGluf or (f) iGluu stimulated by a somatic paired 
pulse (10 ms ISI). (g) Decay time constant Ĳoff measured in hippocampal slices at 34 ºC for 
iGluSnFR (n = 13, 500 Hz sampling rate), iGluf (n = 7, 1 kHz sampling rate) and iGluu (n = 7, 
1 kHz sampling rate). (h) Summary of on- and off-rates in vitro and decay times measured in 
vitro and in hippocampal slices at 34 ºC. Values are given as mean ± SEM. Values marked by 







Fig. S4. Testing the effect of glutamate uptake blocker trifluoromethyl-benzoyl-aminophenyl-
methoxy-L-aspartic acid (TBOA) on synaptic iGluu transients. (a) Average traces (iGluu) from 
single Schaffer collateral bouton stimulated at 100 Hz, before and after wash-in of TBOA (40 
µM). (b) Peak amplitude was not affected by TBOA (n = 10 boutons) (c) Decay kinetics was 




Fig. S5. Fluorescence time course ('F/F0) in single bouton expressing (a-c)  iGluSnFR, (d-f) 
iGluf and (g-i) iGluu stimulated by 10 APs fired at (a, d, g) 50 Hz, (b, e, h) 67 Hz and (c, f, i) 
100 Hz. Number of trials: (a), 5; (b), 4; (c), 8; (d), 3; (e), 4; (f), 3; (g), 2; (h), 7; (i), 4. Depression 







Fig. S6. Estimating peak amplitudes at different sampling frequencies. When sampling iGluu 
fluorescence at 500 Hz, it is possible to miss the peak of the fluorescence transient. Sampling 





























0.67 ± 0.02 0.67 ± 0.02 7895 ± 105 22796 ± 120 5.3 ± 0.2 15.3 ± 0.5 
 

















iGluSnFR  1.0       5.4 5.4 ± 0.7 33 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.2 
S72T (iGluu)       1.1     4.2 3.8 ± 0.6 600 ± 16 1.8 ± 0.1 
E25D (iGluf)       1.8     7.2 4.0 ± 0.3 137 ± 4 1.7 ± 0.1 
E25A 
      3.6     12.3 3.4 ± 0.6 18.6 ± 0.02 2.6 ± 0.1 
E25R 4.7       7.3 1.6 ± 0.5 19.3 ± 0.8  2.3 ± 0.2  
R24K 1.5      3.1 2.1 ± 0.1 (2.3 ± 0.1) x 103 1.5 ± 0.1 
T92A 0.7      1.2 1.7 ± 0.5 (12 ± 4) x 103  1.3 ± 0.2 
 

















iGluSnFR 4.7 ± 0.3 44.6 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.1 6.4 ± 0.8 1900 ± 100 1.3 ± 0.1
iGluf 2.7 ± 0.2 82.0 ± 0.6 1.2 ± 0.1 5.6 ± 0.5 3700 ± 100 1.3 ± 0.1
iGluu 1.6 ± 0.2 61.7 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.3 10800 ± 300 1.1 ± 0.1
aFluorescence dynamic range is reported as fold enhancement by aspartate or glutamine ligand binding. 
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iGluSnFR  33 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.2 643 ± 23 1.1 ± 0.04 110 ± 4 8.5 ± 0.4 
E25D 
(iGluf) 
137 ± 4 1.7 ± 0.1 1240 ± 77 0.6 ± 0.04 283 ± 36 2.4 ± 0.3 
S72T 
(iGluu) 
600 ± 16 1.8 ± 0.1 604 ± 12  1.1 ± 0.02 468 ± 58  1.5 ± 0.2 
 
Kd and Hill coefficient (n) values were obtained from the equilibrium glutamate titrations at 20 °C. 
Fluorescence rise (limiting rate, kon(lim)) and decay (koff) rates were measured by glutamate association 































iGluSnFR  (20 °C)  3642 5.2 3.6 x 10-5 2.7 x 107 5965 569 110 2.1 x 106 3.3 x 10-5 2.3 
iGluSnFR  (34 °C)     3431 3.4 6.6 x 10-5 2.8 x 107 8161 756 220 2.6 x 106 4.0 x 10-5 1.7 
Gluf          (20 qC) 1568 2.35 1.47 x 10-4 3.5 x 106 2206 944 283 1.5 x 106 1.37 x 10-4 1.7 
iGluu         (20 qC) 1291 0.29 6.00 x 10-4 2.2 x 106 1704 136 468 1.7 x 105 6.00 x 10-4 1.8 
 
Fitted parameters to the kinetic model illustrated in Fig. 4g are shown for iGluSnFR and fast variants. Fitting 
the association kinetic records to Scheme 1 (SI Methods, Kinetic Theory) gives parameters for a hyperbole, 
K1, k+2 + k-2, k-2 and the initial gradient, the apparent association rate constant K1k+2. Values for k+1 and k-1 were 
obtained by global fitting using Dynafit and represent a lower limit of values. The measured and calculated 
overall Kd values were in good agreement.  
 
 
